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	SHAREPOINT IS ONE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL products in Microsoft’s history. It can be found in

	small businesses, universities, and Fortune 500 companies. SharePoint 2010, the latest release, contains

	many new areas for existing and new SharePoint server administrators and site administrators.

	This book will help you meet the new challenges SharePoint administrators face in their day to day

	deals with the product.





	Existing SharePoint administrators will fi nd there are a lot of changes in SharePoint 2010 with

	which they may not be very familiar. One of the major changes covered extensively is the move

	away from a single farm Shared Service Provider to a system of Service Applications which need to

	be confi gured and managed. For example Access Services, new to SharePoint with this release will

	allow your users to actually convert Access 2010 databases to run within the browser hosted by

	SharePoint.





	Our intention in writing this book was to help you with what is, being honest, a complicated bit of

	Software to manage and one of the main requirements required with SharePoint is patience when

	things don’t work out as expected! This book is there to guide you, to provide help when you need

	it. Each lesson looks at one particular area of administration giving you the tools and information

	to get a service up and running. Video fi les accompany each lesson, extending the information given

	in the book with real world experience and useful tips.





	It would be an unusual day in the life of a SharePoint administrator to know the answer to every

	question encountered when managing this product. This book will go a long way to helping you

	understand the questions, provide many answers to common issues, and give you a thorough

	grounding in the skills required to manage what is in our view the best product ever released

	by Microsoft.
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Divine Talk: Religious Argumentation in Demosthenes (Oxford Classical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2009
Gunther Martin examines the references to religion in the speeches of Demosthenes and other Athenian orators in the 4th century BC. In Part I he demonstrates the role religion plays in the rhetorical strategy of speeches in political trials: his main argument is that speakers had to be consistent in their approach to religion throughout their...
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Control of Discrete-Event Systems: Automata and Petri Net PerspectivesSpringer, 2012

	Control of Discrete-event Systems provides a survey of the most important topics in the discrete-event systems theory with particular focus on finite-state automata, Petri nets and max-plus algebra. Coverage ranges from introductory material on the basic notions and definitions of discrete-event systems to more recent results. Special...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop Elements 7Visual, 2008
This is the Photoshop Elements guide made just for visual learners. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Photoshop Elements tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single technique, showing you how to import images from a digital camera, create a catalog or smart album, use the...
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Cloud Computing Virtualization Specialist Complete Certification Kit - Study Guide Book and Online CourseEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009
The opportunities provided by Cloud Computing solutions allowed for significant growth within an industry that continues to mature and develop at a rapid pace.
  The primary goal of this book and course is to provide the quality education and support materials needed to enable the understanding and application of Cloud Computing in a wide-range...
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Photovoltaics And ArchitectureTaylor & Francis, 2001
'An invaluable primer for any architect or client considering integrated photovoltaics.' - Architecture Today

'Comprehensive and authoritative.' - RIBA Journal

'It is tempting to suggest that a copy of this excellent book should be sent to George W Bush!' -...
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Apple Training Series: GarageBand 09Peachpit Press, 2009

	Whether you’re an accomplished musician or a student, GarageBand is the most rewarding way to  create, perform, and record your own music. In the only Apple-certified guide to GarageBand, composer Mary Plummer starts by teaching you the interface and basic recording techniques and moves on to arranging a song, editing and mixing...
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